
Improving the legal environment for 
international business and investment

based on Business France’s experiences as an Investment Promotion Agency 



Introducing Business France 

The national agency serving the internationalization of the French economy

International development of French companies and their exports

Promotion, prospection and welcoming international investment

FDI promotion: +60 Investment Managers in 30 countries worldwide

Provide information on the business environment and cost factors in France

Promote the strengths of the country (talents, infrastructures, market, assets)

Reach the decision-makers and argue against negative perceptions

Detect investment projects

Offer end-to-end services including long term “aftercare” support



Business France 
International Cooperation Mission - ICM

philippe.yvergniaux@businessfrance

.fr

salim.saifi@businessfrance.fr

Developing partnerships between public promotion agencies
Peer-to-peer expert advise in promoting exports and attracting foreign direct investment.

Your 
contacts 

mailto:philippe.yvergniaux@businessfrance.fr
mailto:salim.saifi@businessfrance,fr


Representing Business France
within international organizations

Developing partnerships
with foreign international business development
organizations through working parties, memorandums of
understanding.

Drawing on Business France’s expertise
by providing technical services to foreign counterpart
agencies in a peer-to-peer approach to foster export
growth, attract foreign investment.

Business France  -International Cooperation 
Mission - ICM
Developing partnerships between public promotion agencies
Peer-to-peer expert advise in promoting exports and attracting foreign direct investment.



Agenda : 2 sessions 

The IPA’s role in improving business 

environment and attractiveness 

IPAs’ four core functions

The role of the IPA in providing aftercare  

Laying the foundations for a 

successful Investment Promotion 

Agency

The mission of an IPA

The organizational framework for an IPA

Focus on Business France 



Laying the foundations for a 
successful Investment Promotion 

Agency



The mission of an IPA 



Mission : promoting investment mainly by disseminating 

information on the advantages of a country as an investment 

location, through : 

Most agencies cover the same core 

tasks…

Investment promotion to create awareness, improve the image and generate 

interest

Investment facilitation to secure and fast track investment projects 

Aftercare to scale up investments and their impact 

Policy advocacy to improve the investment and business environment 



IPA’s profiles varies across countries, depending on the country-specific 

strengths, weaknesses and competitive position, consequently IPAs 

might :

…but with a different focus and 

intensity 

- place more emphasis on the promotion task and image building measures, if the

level of awareness within the investor community is rather low.

- prioritize prospection and lead generation in specific industries, countries or even

investment projects, to increase the quantity, the quality and the impact of investment

projects.

- focus more on aftercare to attract reinvestments, if it has a strong base of existing

investors.



The intensity and 

composition 

allocated to each 

task vary across 

countries and IPAs.



Over time, 

considering the 

strong competition 

between countries 

and IPAs,  the range 

of tasks has been 

extended. Business 

France



THE COLD-

CALLING

QUALIFIED E-MAILING

FAIRS 

SEMINARS

NETWORKS

EVENTS

INVESTMENT MANAGER 

PROSPECT

Targeted Approach 

Collective 

approach 

How are IPAs reaching out to investors ? 



IPAs creating a relationship with investors 

Option 2 

Broad, non targeted approach

- Newsletters

- Invitation to events

- Seminars, webinars…

Less effort, but is less effective 

Creates a more distant 

relationship

Projects identified at a late 

stage

Option 1

Individual, targeted approach

- One to one meetings 

- Personalized answers to 

questions

- Invitation to high profile events

- Follow-up with CRM 

Requires work & good 

organization 

Very effective to identify projects 

at early stage

Could be done

Direcly by the IPA / Through Partners / Via Consultants  



Attracting investments…

OFFER BASED

- Develop an offer of 

opportunities of investment in 

the country

- Look for the appropriate 

investors who would be 

interested investing in these 

opportunities

DEMAND BASED

- Identify foreign companies 

having an investment project 

and looking for a location

- Offer them a solution / location 

and investment conditions-

meeting their needs and 

locations criteria

2 complementary approaches



BtoB remains the most effective 
approach 

COVID1

9



The organizational 
framework for an IPA



From endorsing the mission …

… to reporting on results

… and its connection to

- Allocation of resources

- Budget, HR 

INVEST

OR

Government

IPA

MISSION

Quantified 

objectives

Monitoring Indicators

The MOIAM cycle… 
- mission

- objectives

- indicators

- activities  

- monitoring and 

reporting 

FDI 

STRATEGY

Action plan 
(annual or 

pluriannual)



Legal
Governanc

e

Organizatio
nal IPA Institutional 

Ecosyste

m
Monitoring

6 key aspects to consider    



IPAs are typically established as a legal entity through a government law that

will determine several functional and institutional aspects such as the mandate

and institutional relationship.

IPAs are created with the core mandate to promote and attract inward

investment, but many have additional mandates such as :

1. IPA’s legal status 

Mandates should reflect the IPAs shareholders goals and priorities !

Export promotion Innovation & Technology transfer Cluster or SME 

development 



2. IPA’s institutional format 

Autonomous

Public agencies are allocated a 

budget and operate independently

Tied or Governmental 

Public agencies operate as a 

department or unit within a 

ministry. 

There are essentially two key

formats

BOTH 

Need a clear reporting structure ideally linked to a relevant 

minister or even prime minister. 

Other models such as public-private-partnerships (PPP) or private agencies are far less

common.



3. IPA’s governance structure  

The proper governance structure classically includes

a board

BOARD

Made up of both public and private sector stakeholders

May also include representatives from academia or the civil society

Advisory role
Investment attraction process 

Relationship with the ecosystem 

Steering 

function 
Strategic planning

Review processes  
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4. IPA’s organizational model  

The organizational model can take various forms as the mandate, the 

core tasks and the strategic approaches of IPAs differs.

reflect the core tasks and strategic approach of the IPA

allocate responsibilities and avoid the duplication of 

competencies 

be transparent for investors, staff and stakeholders alike 

However, an effective organizational structure should 

always…
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There is no clear-cut recommendation or one-size-fits-all solution.

A common design principle among IPAs is the divisional structure

where the focus is on specialization by service area, by target industry

or by region…

4. IPA’s organizational model  
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4. IPA’s organizational model  

The “OREO cookie” or TST model

Middle layer: processes, procedures

Actio

n plan

KPIs

Courtesy from Anne Chappaz, ITC

Tough layer

Soft layer

Tough layer
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4. IPA’s organizational model  

So :  OREO cookie … or Eton mess ?



5. IPA’s monitoring practices  

IPAs rely on key performance indicators KPI (10 

to 20) 

Output indicators

such as number of 

firms assisted, 

number of 

companies 

prospected, client 

satisfaction…

Outcome

indicators

such as number of 

realized investment

projects, number of 

jobs and the total 

value of FDI…

Monitoring systems are critical to ensure that IPAs attain their objectives in an

efficient way. They help increase transparency in the use of public resources and

facilitate changes and refinements of activities throughout the entire investment

attraction cycle.

Workload & 

Resources  



6. IPA’s ecosystem and dynamics  
The promotion and facilitation of FDI is not the IPA’s “private domain” ; it involves

a wide array of organizations and entities, including government bodies, the

private sector, academic and research institutions, civil society organizations at a

national, sub national and international level.

Mapping on IPAs’ 

institutional 

interactions and their 

networks 
Source : OECD and IDB 

From counter-productive competition….  to win-win partnership 



Focus on Business France 



Case study : Business France 

Legal Status 

Etablissement Public Indutriel et Commercial 

(EPIC)

State-controlled entity with industrial or commercial 

activities. Created by Law, EPIC is a flexible entity able 

to generate revenues 

Reporting  

3 Ministries 

Ministry of European and Foreign 
Affairs 

Ministry of Economy and Finance

Ministry of Regional Equality

Governance 

3-year contract of objectives and 

means

Called COM is a road-map designed by the 

State for Business France
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Key Performance 

Indicators
COP allows to build the Key 

Performance Indicators to 

ensure strategy alignment

Team and network 

1500 personnel and 65 offices
To promotes France as an investment 

location who work with a network of 

public and private-sector partners.



Business France : how did we get 

there ? Export promotion

Before 2004: French Trade

missions

2004: Creation of Ubifrance

2008: Integration of the

international network of the

“Economic and Trade Services” of

the French Embassies abroad

within Ubifrance network.

2014: 1400 staff in France and in

80 offices abroad.

Investment promotion

1971: First “Datar office” in New

York to promote FDI in France

1992: Appointment an

“Ambassador for International

Investments”

2001: The Invest in France

Agency (AFII) is created as a

public agency

2014: 150 staff in France and 20

offices abroad
January 1st, 2015 

Merger of Ubifrance and Invest in France Agency to create Business 

France



Our “contract of objectives and means” (COM)

- Negotiated and signed with the supervising 

ministries;

- For a 4-year period;

- Defines the strategic priorities for the period

- Sets KPIs and quantified objectives;

- And secures the budget to achieve these 

objectives

- Results monitored and reported every quarter



Our “COM” for investment promotion… 

Strategic priorities

- types of projects: R&D, manufacturing

- key sectors : tech, energy, industry

- with 21 niche segments updated every year

- objective of regional development

Main KPIs and quantified objectives

-Quantitative : total number of investment decisions signed

-Qualitative: number of jobs generated by these projects

- % of projects identified in key sectors

- number of projects proposed to high priority areas in 

France



 Number of 1 to 1 meetings with potential investors

The number of meetings organized reflect the commercial effort
of the teams by sector. Careful monitoring of the commercial
effort makes it possible to create focus on certain strategic
sectors and technological fields of interest for France.

 Number of projects detected

Detection investment projects in Europe is the primary objective
of a 1 t 1 meeting. Projects specifications must include a
description of the company, activities, international strategy,
technical details as well as all the support requested by the
company to Business France.

 Number of completed projects

Projects is considered as won when the investment
have been initiated or announced by the company.

Our business and sales 
objectives  

Intermediate
objectives

Final objectives

Key performance 
indicators 

On average, an investor 
manager must complete 7 to 

10 projects per year.



Business 
France

Government
ministries

Regional
development

agencies

Local 
development

agencies

Regional
authorities

The Team France Invest

Before 2000 : very little coordination between

the IPA and the regions

2001 : building a partnership with the regions

- Joint promotion actions

- Transparency in the processing of FDI leads

2006 : shared management of the FDI projects

- Common tool and transparent procedure for 

FDI project management

- Partnerships agreements signed with

regions

2019 : launch of the Team France Invest

- Common CRM

- Annual action plan

- Coordinated aftercare



Lessons learnt from our 
experience

Consistant commitment of the government
- Follow priorities, strategic objectives

Contract of Objectives and Means
- Clear and realistic objectives

- Means (budget, HR,…) adapted to the objectives set

- Relevant commun KPIs, easy to monitor and control

- Impact measurement based on simple and reliable indicators

Define who does what in the ecosystem
- Involve all existing players / stakeholders

- Make the best use of existing skills, missions, connections

- Avoid competition  between services, agencies, ministries

- Clear mandate for every player, in complementarity

Our 3 Keys to success



IPA’s role in improving business
environment & attractiveness



IPAs’ 4 core functions



IPA’s 4 core functions 

Image 
Buildin

g 

Investmen
t

Generatio
n

Investmen
t 

Facilitatio
n & 

Retention 

Policy 
Advocac

y 

Create awareness and

generate positive feeling about

the country as an investment

location.

Reach out to foreign

investors and

convince them to

locate their projects in

the country.

Facilitate the

implementation of projects,

maximize their economic

and social benefits, follow-

up for reinvestments.

Monitor foreign investors

perception of the country

business climate and propose

changes to improve the

investment policy.



IPA’s four core functions 

Image 
Buildin

g 

Marketing plans

Media Campaign

Online web site

Brochures 

Public relations 



IPA’s four core functions 

Investmen
t

Generatio
n

Defining targeted investors   

Prospection and reaching out  

Meeting with foreign investors

Follow up and loyalty



IPA’s four core functions 

Policy 
Advoca

cy 

Global and regional rankings   

Surveys of foreign investors 

Policy impact assessment  

Meeting with government 

representative 



IPA’s four core functions 

Investment 
Facilitation 

& 
Retention 

Investment projects specifications  

End-to-end provision of services 

Sites visits 

One-stop-shop supports 

Aftercare follow-up 



The role of the IPA in 
providing aftercare



The sales cycle of an IPA 

Wallet

Targeting

Prospection & 

Approach 

Projects 

Appointment 

Follow up & Loyalty

Specification review 

Offers & services  

Outcome & Aftercare 

Failure & Aftercare 

UPSTREAM PHASE 
Design and implement a prospecting strategy 

Prioritise and sequence your actions plan 

Get appointments with companies ready to invest !

COMPANY MEETING 
Create or maintain a relationship with a company

Detect projects !  

DOWNSTREAM PHASE 
Support and retain customers

Offer services & solutions

Aftercare 

Dialogue, listen and understand

Bring projects to fruition ! 

CRM

Tracability 

+ 

Investor relation 

+

Project 

monitoring

An interative, 

demanding, sometimes 

long but rewarding

process



The downstream phase in detail 

Idea, project 

List, macroeconomics 

'Short list' of 

countries 
Study of country/region 

offers 

Site visit, negotiation

Investment 

decision 
Installation 

Reinvestment

Project life 

IP

A

Project identification

Pre-decision support 

Aftercare & Retention

Potential 

new  

investment



Aftercare, what do you mean ? 

Support the investor at the launch and throughout the life of the project in order to:

Strictly speaking : the investor's "after-sales service"

• Ensure that the commitments initially made (on both sides) are respected

• Help the investor to insert the local ecosystem (administration, public & private, clusters) 

• Solve problems and overcome unexpected administrative difficulties (tax, public aids, 

visas...)

• Ensure that he is satisfied with his project’s implementation, and thus

Minimize the risk of disinvestment or even departure

Maximize the chances of future reinvestment



Why aftercare ? 

In most countries of the world, 40 to 60% of new FDI projects come from

foreign companies already present in their territories.

A dissatisfied investor risks leaving the country and spreading a negative

image about the attractiveness of the country. Conversely, a satisfied investor

is our best ambassador!

Knowing and maintaining a dialogue with the main investors established

in a country is therefore as strategic as prospecting for new investors.



The aftercare common services  

Investment facilitation services have proven helpful 

 Structured trouble-shooting with investors 

 Database of local suppliers

 Matchmaking service between investors and local firms

 Cluster programs

 Mitigation of conflicts

 Assistance in training programs for local staff

 Ombudsman intervention

 Location information 

 Research for suitable locations 

 Sites visits 

 Information on incentives

 Scoping financing options 

 Recruiting services 

 Immigration and welcome offices 

Aftercare services are adapted to 

existing investors with a more specific 

offer such as  



Aftercare for who ? 

IPAs do not have the resources to service all existing investors with an 

equal level of attention. 

There is a need for a segmentation and for defining priorities and service 

levels for different groups of investors. 

Popular segmentation criteria include : More sophisticated approaches :  

The size (number of employees)

Quality of jobs provided

The industry of the investor 

Reinvestment potential 

Role of company as opinion leader  

Export-intensity and local content, 

Employment structure and potential,

Role for supply chain development

Innovation dynamics 

Risk of relocations

1 10

5

Points 

Assessment



What works and what does 
work ?   

W
o

rk
s

• Moving aftercare onto a proactive
footing with a strong focus on
individual engagements

• Aftercare based on a long-term,
approach with a dedicated team
and clearly allocated
responsibilities

• A focus on building up mutually
beneficial relationships with
investors

• A realistic spectrum of services
and customers allowing a
systematic follow-up and needs-
oriented support

• Coordinating and sharing
resources with strategic partners
making use of synergies and
available competences

D
o

n
't

 w
o

rk
  • Waiting for enquiries without any

information provided about the
services offered to existing investors

• Ad-hoc aftercare help with
changing responsibilities when
investment activities are slowing
down

• Asking too many favors of investors
(providing testimonials, filling in
forms..) without offering a benefit to
them

• A too ambitious program that is not
in line with the available resources

• Entering into a competition with
other institutions duplicating their
activities



What are the messages ? 

Aftercare

« We are at your service to support your 

development in our country, solve any  

administrative problems or technical 

issues and help you in your future 

projects »

Public-Investor Dialogue 

« We also need to listen to you and 

understand your requests to be able to 

improve the business climate, the economic 

attractiveness, and better promote our 

country »



The importance of public-investor 
dialogue

Public-Investor Dialogue (PID) refers to all interactions engaged in a coherent manner 
by the public partners with an existing investor, to provide to both parties the information 
required to help achieve three objectives : 

Optimal realization of investment projects in compliance with the commitments of

both parties

Improvement of the attractiveness of the country through measures reflecting the

feedback and expectations of investors

Contribution to the IPA’s territorial marketing and prospection of new investors.



A collective game shared with many 
players 

Investors

IPA

Ministries

Administratio

n

Public Agencies

Commerce 

Chambers

Local authorities 

Public 

Investo

r 

Dialogu

e



PID serves 3 actors for 3 objectives

Investor The Government

Aftercare
Advocacy for 

attractiveness
Marketing & Image 

To secure existing 

investments 

Identify new projects

Develop links with decision makers 

Focus API Marketing towards 

investors' expectations
To improve the country attractiveness 

Improve the image of the API

End-to-end support to the 

investors

The IPA 



The PID challenges for the investor 

Investor

Aftercare

Is my investment 

doing well? 

Do I have to 

reinvest?

The investor is satisfied with his investment and remains eager to reinvest: 

 Verify that the commitments are respected: timetable, incentives, aids...
 Help to solve problems with the administration : fast-track process ... 
 Ensure that all projects remain high in the priorities of the investor
 Generate new leads : reinvestments, new prospects such as suppliers.  



The PID challenges for the government  

The Government
Advocacy for 

attractiveness

Are my investors 

satisfied?

What should I 

do to make 

them happier?

Identify measures to improve the investment climate and 

attractiveness:

 Identify investor complaints and listen to their suggestions 

 Analyze and propose remedial measures 

 Set up a problem-solving information system

 Organize a sustainable dialogue between government and 

investors.



The PID challenges for the API & 
Partners 

Marketing & Image 

The IPA 

Use investor feedback to help promote FDI

Better understand the strengths of the country, from the investor's point of view
Produce marketing tools : arguments, counter-arguments, testimonials, case studies
Communicate about the “success stories” and on-going reforms 
Measure the impact on the national ecosystem : universities, R&D center, industries.

How may I improve 

my image and 

reputation ?

Did they find 

with us 

what were they 

waiting for? 



Lessons learnt from our experience

1- The investor feedback is a critical component in implementing the
investment climate reform and improving the attractiveness of a country ;

2- The dialogue with the investor must be designed in a very structured way,
with a multiobjective approach: aftercare, policy advocacy, marketing ;

3- It involves many public actors, which must be coordinated by a lead agency;

4- To achieve results it must have annual quantified objectives with specific
KPIs on means, results and impact.



Satisfied investors are 

our best ambassadors !


